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PHONATORY CONTROL IN MALE SINGING. A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF SUBGLOTTAL PRESSURE, FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
AND MODE OF PHONATION ON THE VOICE SOURCE

ABSTRACT

This paper describes experiments carried out in order to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underlying variation of vocal loudness in singers. Ten
singers, two of whom are famous professional opera tenor soloists, phonated at different pitches at different loudness. Their voice source characteristics were
analyzed by inverse filtering the airflow signal. It was found that the main
physiological variable underlying loudness variation is subglottal pressure. The
voice source property determining most of the loudness variation is the amplitude
of the negative peak of the differentiated flow signal, as predicted by previous
research. Increases of this amplitude is acluevcd by (1) increasing the pulse amplitude of the flow waveform; (2) moving the moment of vocal fold contact further
back toward the center of the pulse; and (3) skewing the pulses. The last mentioned
alternative seems mainly dependent on the ratio between the fundamental frequency and the first fom~ant.On the average, the singers doubled subglottal pressure when they increased fundamental frequency by one octave, and a doubling of
subglottal pressure caused the SPL to increase by 10 dB. However, this relationship was greatly influenced by mode of phonation. Also, a shift of mode of phonation from flow over neutral to pressed was associated with a reduction of the peak
glottal pennittance, i.e., the ratio between peak transglottal airflow to subglottal
pressure. Flow phonation had the most favorable relationship between subglottal
pressure and SPL.
INTRODUCTION
Vocal loudness is a perceptual voice characteristic which speakers and singers can control deliberately. A variation of vocal loudness is associated with several acoustic effects, the main one being
the overall sound pressure level (SPL). Another effect is that the higher spectrum partials gain more
in amplitude than the lower partials when vocal loudness is increased, as shown by Fant (1959) and
by Cleveland & Sundberg (1983). However, to a large extent these secondary effects of vocal loudness variation can be predicted from the overall SPL. Therefore, from a voice production point of
view it is fair to analyze vocal loudness in terms of the overall SPL.
According to the literature, SPL is regulated by means of subglottal pressure (Bouhuys, Mead,
Proctor, & Stevens, 1968; Rubin, LeCover, & Vennard, 1967). However, several factors other than
subglottal pressure also contribute to the SPL, such as glottal adduction, fundamental frequency,
and formant frequencies (Fant, 1956; Fant, Fintoft, Liljencrants, Lindblom, & Mktony, 1963;
Cramming & Sundberg, 1988). This has led to the assumption that not only subglottal pressure is
used for the purpose of varying vocal loudness, but also other factors such as glottal adduction. This
assumption needs to be tested scientifically.
The quantitative relationship between subglottal pressure and vocal loudness is not clear. There
are highly diverging reports on its magnitude in the literature, ranging from 3 to 18 dB per doubling
of subglottal pressure (van den Berg, 1957; Bouhuys & al., 1968; Cauffin & Sundberg, 19x9;
Holmberg, Hillman, & Perkell, 1988; Schutte, 1980; Tanaka & Could, 1983). Most authors have
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found values in the vicinity of 9 dB1doubling. However, acoustic theory of phonation predicts 110
more than about 6 dBldoubling, provided nothing but subglottal pressure is changed (Fant, 1983;
Titze, 1988).
One complication in experiments aimed at determining the relationship between subglottal pressure and vocal intensity is that vocal loudness and voice fundamental frequency are normally interdependent; on the average, speakers and singers raise their average speaking pitch by about 0.4 st
per dB increase in equivalent sound level (Gramming & Sundberg, 1988). Thus, subjects habitually
tend to raise fundamental frequency as they raise subglottal pressure. Under such conditions, a
loudness increase is induced for purely acoustical reasons; a lower and hence stronger source spectrum partial becomes the strongest partial in the radiated spectrum (Fant, 1968).
A further complication is that subglottal pressure is raised not only for regulating vocal loudness
but also it is increased with increasing fundamental frequency. The reason is that the vocal folds are
stiffer and, therefore, need a higher driving pressure at higher than at lower fundamental frequencies, other things being equal (Titze, 1989).
In addition, a change of subglottal pressure is also likely to be associated with concomitant
changes in phonatory variables other than fundamental frequency. For instance, it seems likely that
many untrained voice users habitually increase glottal adduction when they raise vocal intensity
(10). This may account for some of the previously-mentioned discrepancy between predictions
based on phonatory theory and empirical observations. Thus, the relationship between loudness
variation and mode of phonation seems worth analyzing.
Singers rely heavily on their control of both pitch and loudness and, as opposed to non-singers,
they are trained to vary both independently. This suggests that singers should be particularly good
subjects in an investigation aiming at further developing the understanding of the physiological aspects of vocal loudness variation. The aim of the present investigation was to analyze how variation
of vocal intensity, fundamental frequency, and mode of phonation affects the voice source in male
singers. As SPL is influenced not only by voice source characteristics, but also by vocal tract factors, the first formant frequency was also taken into account.
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EXPERIMENT
A simultaneous recording was made of a number of phonatory signals: radiated sound, airflow,
SPL, EGG, and subglottal pressure (see Fig. 1). The flow signal was transduced by a pressure gradient microphone mounted in a flow mask (Glottal Enterprises). The subglottal pressure was determined from the oral pressure during /p/-occlusion. This pressure was captured by means of a short
plastic tube, with an inner diameter of approximately 1.5 mm, mounted in the flow mask so that one
end was in the angle of the mouth. Its proximal end was connected to a Glottal Enterprises 162
pressure transducer. The EGG signal was recorded using a Synchrovoice electroglottograph. The
audio signal was picked up at 0.5 m from the mouth by a B&K 2230 sound level meter with condenser microphone, and the SPL was recorded as the DC output of that device.
The audio signal was recorded directly onto one of the high fidelity audio tracks of a video cassette recorder (Kenwood KVD 937 HF). The four remaining signals were converted to FM and
pairwise multiplexed by a custom-made converter. These four FM signals were processed by a
pulse-code modulator (SONY PCM-501 ES), and recorded on the video position of the cassette
tape recorder. The bandwidth of the SPL and subglottal pressure channels was 100 Hz, while that of
the flow and EGG channels was approximately 4 kHz.
The flow microphone was calibrated by connecting a by-pass rotameter flowmeter (Gilmont FM
044-40C) in series with the mask. The calibration of the pressure transducer used for oral pressure
measurement was made by means of a manometer. The recordings were made in a sound treated
booth (IAC), approximately 3*3*3.8 m.
The flow and subglottal pressure signal levels of the recorder were calibrated by means of a
sinewave signal, the voltage of which was measured at the input of the FM modulator unit by
means of an oscilloscope. The subglottal pressure channel was calibrated at 10 Hz and the flow
channel at 100 Hz. The SPL channel was calibrated by means of phonation; recordings were made
while the experimenter sustained the vowel [ae:] at various constant intensities as determined by
means of the SPL meter and announced on the tape.
The subjects were two professional tenors who earned their living by touring as concert and
opera singers, four professional musical and theater tenor-baritone singers, and four non-professional singers, two of whom were baritones and two tenors, see Table I.

SUBJ.
SYMBOL

PITCHRANGE
RECORDED

CJF
CRW
TSA
TMG
TWW
TCB
SIT
SLB
SRS
SJS
Table I. Subjects used in the experiment. The first letter in the symbol refers
to concert singer (C), theater singer (T), and non-proiessional singer (S).
The task of the singers was to sing the syllable [pae:] five times in a sequence in each of four degrees of loudness, from pianissimo to fortissimo. This sequence was sung on two pitches in each
octave throughout the subject's range, starting about three semitones above the lowest pitch which
the subject could produce. The second pitch was seven semitones above the first, and the higher
pitches were octaves of these tones. Exception to this pattern was allowed if the subject so pre-
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ferred. Most subjects could sing four or five pitches according to this pattern. At each pitch, the
subjects started with the softest tone, and then repeated the same series three times at increased vocal intensities. All theater singers who sang the tone G4 used a falsetto-like register except in loudest phonation. Concert singer RW used a falsetto-like register for the softer versions of both E4 and
G4.
In addition, the two non-professional baritones deliberately varied mode of phonation. Thus,
they first sang the entire task in the way in which they would normally sing. Thus, subject JS repeated the same pattern in four different modes of phonation: neutral speech-like, breathy, flow,
and pressed, and subject RS repeated it in three: neutral speech-like, breathy, and pressed. For reasons to be explained, the breathy phonation was impossible to process with the method used. Therefore, these data were excluded from the investigation. In the Tables, the remaining cases will be referred to as SRSN SRSP (singer RS neutral and pressed, respectively), and SJSN, SJSF, and SJSP
(singer JS neutral, flow and pressed, respectively).
ANALYSIS

A hardware filter setup was used for the inverse filtering (Glottal Enterprises MSIF-2). For each
pitch and each degree of loudness, a portion of the flow signal from the middle of the second [pae:]
was captured on a transient recorder (Glottal Enterprises BT-I), and the inverse-filter settings were
then determined for the waveform captured, using a non-oscillating closed phase of the waveform
as the criterion. Then, the transient recorder was released and the same syllable was played once
more while all five tape-recorded signals plus the inverse-filtered flow running through the filter
were recorded through a 16-bit ADC converter system (Digital Sound Corporation) with file creation on a VAX 111750 minicomputer. Thus, a total of six channels were simultaneously digitized
and stored for detailed analysis:
(1) the SPL,
(2) the subglottal pressure,
(3) flow,
(4) inverse filtered flow,
( 5 ) EGG,
(6) audio signal.
As mentioned earlier, most of the tokens produced by subjects SRS and SJS in breathy phonation
turned out to contain such weak higher partials that it was impossible to use the non-oscillating
closed phase as the criterion for a correct setting of the inverse filter, the waveform being very close
to sinusoidal. For this reason all tokens produced in breathy phonation by these subjects were discarded from the investigation.
Using a custom display program, the waveform characteristics were then determined. The different time delays between the signals were determined by analysis of single pulses produced in vocal
fry phonation. A set of three adjacent periods was analyzed in the signals recorded. The zero level
for the inverse filtered flow, which drifted slightly during the recording, was determined for each
utterance from the p-occlusion.
By means of a computer screen cursor, the following data were obtained from each of the three
periods (see Fig. 2): (a) minimum flow, (b) DC flow, (c) peak airflow of the inverse-filtered flow,
henceforth peak flow, (d) negative peak of the differentiated inverse filtered flow, henceforth peakdifferentiated flow, (e) period time, (f) the duration of the closed phase, (g) the time separation between the peak flow and the peak-differentiated flow, henceforth dt, and (h) the time separation
between negative peaks of the differentiated flow and the beginning of the closed phase, henceforth
Ret (last definition is not exactly equivalent to that used by Fant and coworkers (Fant, Liljencrants,
& Lin, 1985) which reflects the sharpness of the differentiated flow immediately after its negative
peak).
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PEAKFLOW
FLOW
PEAK-DIFFERENTIATED
TIME
PERIOD
CLOSED
PHASE DURATION
DT

RET

N
16
12
35
35
35
35

M
5.8
5.5
1.1
9.4
8.8
14.2

SD
4.0
4.8
1.0
9.5
5.5
12.2

SE
1.6
1.4
0.2
1.6
0.9
2.0

Table 11. Mean difference (M) in % of the mean value between the extreme
values in data collected from three adjacent periods in a number (N) of
tones. Also shown are the standard deviation (SD) and the standard error of
the mean (SE).
The SPL was measured on oscillographic tracings. Here, again, differences amounting to several
dB occasionally occurred between adjacent tokens intended to represent the same loudness. Within
a syllable, the vibrato mostly caused the SPL to oscillate within less than about 3 dB. However, in
some extreme cases the variation was as much as 6 dB. The linear average of these oscillations was
selected as the SPL value. The reproducibility of the SPL data was in the vicinity of +/-1.5 dB.
RESULTS
1. Subglottal pressure and fundamental frequency
Singers and non-singers tend to raise subglottic pressure with phonation frequency (Cleveland &
Sundberg, 1983; Gramming, Sundberg, Ternstrom, Leanderson, & Perkins, 1988). As indicated earlier, the reason would be that stiffer vocal folds need a higher driving pressure. The mechanical
driving impedance of a vibrating string, for example, is directly proportional to its tension (Kinsler
& Frey, 1950; Titze, 1989; Titze & Sundberg, forthcoming).
To explore this dependence of subglottal pressure on fundamental frequency, the mean subglottal pressure was averaged across loudness for each pitch as sung by each subject and related to the
fundamental frequency on a log-log scale. Fig. 3 shows three typical examples of this relation,
which were largely linear. This suggests a power law relationship between fundamental frequency
and subglottal pressure. The results for all subjects are summarized in Table 111.

PITCH

Fig. 3.

Fundamental frequency dependence of subglottal pressure averaged over four loudnesses, as
produced by three subjects at the pitches indzcated.
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CJF
CRW
TSA
TCB
TMG
TWW
SIT
SLB
SRSN
SRSP
SJSF
SJSN
SJSP

MEAN
SD

25
25
24
25
25
24
25
24
24
24
25
25
25

0.97
0.95
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.99
0.90
0.99
0.86
0.98
0.95
0.98
0.99
0.96
0.04

0.62
1.01
1.11
0.81
1.06
1.04
0.80
1.03
0.62
0.61
0.95
1.07
0.80
0.89
0.186

0.34
1.43
1.62
0.92
1.60
1.33
0.69
1.45
0.37
0.19
1.08
1.35
0.59

Table 111. Correlation coefficients (r), slopes (C) and intercepts (I) for each
subject's relationship between the logarithm of the mean subglottal pressure
averaged across loudnesses at each of the N pitches and the logarithm of the
fundamental frequency.
Table I11 shows that more than 90% of the variation in these averaged pressures can be explained
by the fundamental frequency. This implies that much of a subglottal pressure difference between
two phonations which differ in pitch can be ascribed to the pitch difference. Thus, the subglottal
pressure variation used for varying loudness may be only a portion of the pressure difference
between two tones of different pitch.
Table I11 also shows that the slope of the regression line is close to unity, implying that, as a rule
of thumb, a doubling of fundamental frequency is typically associated with a doubling of subglottal
pressure. Theoretically, a quadratic relation was to be expected (corresponding to a slope of 0.5) if
amplitude and vibration were to remain constant. Again referring to the string analogy, the driving
pressure is proportional to the tension which, in turn, is proportional to the frequency squared. The
reason why such a relation did not show in these data may be that these subjects changed, not only
vocal fold tension when they increased the pitch, but also the amplitude of vibration so that higher
pressures were required. Also, there may be some important limitations of the applicability of the
string model to the vocal folds.
2. Subglottal pressure and SPL

As subglottal pressure is the main agent in variation of vocal loudness, a correlation analysis was
performed for the relationship between SPL and log subglottal pressure. For each pitch sung by
each subject, SPL was plotted as a function of the logarithm of subglottal pressure, and the linear
regression correlation between the two was determined. In the vast majority of cases, the graphs
revealed a rather linear relationship on the log-log plot throughout the dynamic range at each pitch
suggesting a power law relation between intensity and subglottal pressure. Fig. 4 shows typical data
for subject TSA. The figure also shows the data for subject CRW who produced the most extreme
exception to the typical linear relation; most of his data points are scattered around a curved contour; it might be relevant that he sang the softest tones on pitches A3, E4, and G4 in falsetto. However, the relation was mostly linear in most cases although it sometimes varied considerably both
between pitches and within and between subjects.
Table IV shows the all-subject means, the standard deviations SD and the standard error of the
mean SE for the linear regression correlation coefficients, slope constants and intercepts.
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Table IV. All-subjects means, standard deviations (SD), and standard error
of the rnesn (SE) of the squared linear regression correlation coefficients r2,
the slope constants C and the intercepts I for all (N=)239 plots of SPL as
function of log subglottal pressure at each pitch by each subject.

Y reveal that the correlation between SPL and subglottal pressure
The averages shown in Table J
is typically higher than 0.9. This reflects the paramount significance of subglottal pressure for control of vocal loudness. The mean slope of 37.0 indicates that a doubling of subglottal pressure (i.e.,
an increase of 0.3 of its logarithm) resulted in a 0.3*37.0=11.1 dB increase of SPL, on the average.
However, this value varied considerably between pitches and subjects, as indicated by the large
standard deviation. Also, the high average slope value was strongly influenced by two extreme values caused by subject RW's pitches E4 and G4 (slope values of 135 and 162, respectively). Exclusion of these extreme values reduced the mean slope to 33 corresponding to 10 dB per doubling.
A perfect correlation between subglottal pressure and SPL cannot be expected. The relationship
between the intensity of the voice source and the radiated SPL is co~nplicatedby the significance of
vocal tract factors. Other things being equal, an increase of the first formant induces a rise in SPL
for purely acoustic reasons. The reason is that the frequency distance to the second and higher formants is reduced (Fant, 1960). Most subjects showed a tendency to raise this formant by about 10%
from softest to loudest. Also, there were intersubject differences in the first formant frequency, so a
given subglottal pressure should not produce the same SPL in all subjects.
Another reason is that the SPL increases substantially when the frequency of a spectrum partial
coincides with that of the first forrnant. Indeed, some trained voices seem occasionally to ~ n a k euse
of the latter effect to gain SPL. The technique has been documented in soprano singers as well as in
baritones and actors (Miller & Schutte, 1990; Raphael & Scherer, 1987; Sundberg, 1975). In our
data, spurious coincidences between formants and partials would generate scatter in the SPL versus
subglottal pressure plots. The occurrence of such coincidences were therefore checked.
Frequency values for the first fonnant were available from the inverse filter settings. A n arbi-
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trary criterion for such coincidences was tentatively adopted: coincidence was considered to occur
when there was a partial closer than 40 Hz to the first formant frequency. Table V lists the prevalence of such cases.
N
OCCURRENCE
(%)
SUBJECT
CRW
20
55
CJF
20
20
TSA
16
20
TCB
20
55
TMG
20
63
TWW
16
33
SIT
20
55
SLB
16
42
SRSN
16
37
SRSP
16
56
SJSF
20
20
SJSN
19
30
SJSP
20
45
Table V. Percentages of tones in which a spectrum partial was less than 40
Hz away from the first formant. N represents the number of spectra examined.
As subjects SRS and SJS had their lowest fundamental frequency near 80 Hz, all phonations at
the lowest pitch fulfilled the criterion above. This automatically produced an overall occurrence of
25 and 20% (these subjects sang 4 and 5 pitches, respectively). Subjects CRW, TCB, TMG, SIT
and SRSP all scored above 50%. This is not a proof of the hypothesis that these subjects systematically used coincidence between the first formant and a harmonic partial as a means to increase the
output SPL, but the result shows that such coincidences occurred in many cases in our material.
This fact implies that the SPL values shown in Table IV reflect not only voice source contributions
to the SPL, but in some cases also the effects of coincidences between the first formant and a harmonic partial. In other words, the SPL does not reflect the voice source contribution to the SPL
very accurately.

CJF
CRW
TSA
TCB

TMG
TWW
SIT
SLB
SRSN
SRSP
SJSF
SJSN
SJSP
MEAN

0.91
0.74
0.96
0.91
0.86
0.91
0.93
0.90
0.92
0.78
0.9 1
0.90
0.93
0.89

27.8
41.1
19.0
21.0
26.2
23.7
24.4
15.0
21.0
17.9
27.8
28.6
29.2
24.8

1.9
41.3
37.4
24.8
14.4
11.9
13.3
34.8
24.5
34.4
1.9
2.8
3.8

Table VI. Correlation coefficients (r), slopes (C), and intercepts (I) for a linear regression analysis of the relationship between SPL and log peak differentiated flow.
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According to the above, subglottal pressure is the prime factor for regulating vocal intensity, as
expected. It is sometimes, instead, argued that the flow is the primary factor for regulating vocal
intensity. However, the flow is not a physiological parameter. Rather it is a derivative resulting
from two physiological parameters, namely subglottal pressure and glottal adduction; if adduction
is increased, or if pressure is lowered, flow will decrease, other things being equal.
Thus, it seems fair to maintain that a singer pays a certain price in terms of subglottal pressure in
order to achieve a given SPL. This price can be expected to differ between singers for a given SPL
depending on, for example, the inherent stiffness of the vocal folds (stiffer folds requiring higher
driving pressures). All SPL values for each subject were plotted as a function of the log of subglottal pressure, and a linear regression analysis was performed. The mean correlation coefficient was
0.89, SD=0.08. The average SPL obtained for a subglottal pressure of 1 kPa is shown for the different subjects in Fig. 5. The mean across all subjects was 84 dB (SD 6 dB). This implies that the interindividual variation was great. Moreover, it was influenced by mode of phonation. The pressed
phonation of subject SJS was no less than 18 dB lower than the highest value and 10 dB lower than
in his flow phonation. This result demonstrates a considerable variability between individuals and
phonation modes. This aspect of individual voice source characteristics seems worth deeper examination in future research.

MEAN SPL OBTAINED FOR P=,

1 kPa

r"

CJF

CRW

TSA

TCB

TMG

TWW

SLB

SIT

F N

P

N

S J

S

SRS

P

SUBJECT
Fig. 5.

Mean SPL obtained by the difSerent subjects for a subglottalpressure of I kPa.

3. SPL and peak-differentiated flow

As pressure is related to the time derivative of flow, the overall SPL can be expected to be highly
correlated with the differentiated flow signal (Fant, 1983; Gauffin & Sundberg, 1989). The correlation for the different subjects between the SPL and the log of the negative peak amplitude of the
differentiated flow signal is illustrated in Table VI. The correlation is generally quite high, as expected. The lowest values were caused by few deviant data points.
A strong relationship between the log of the peak-differentiated flow and the overall SPL cannot
be expected throughout. In cases of incomplete glottal closure, such as often occurs in soft and
falsetto phonation, the strongest partial is mostly the fundamental rather than an overtone near the
first formant. In such cases, the SPL is more likely to be determined by the fundamental which, in
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turn, is mainly dependent on the peak flow amplitude, if we disregard the influence of vocal tract
factors (Gramming & Sundberg, 1988). Falsetto was used by subject CRW and by all theater
singers for the softer versions of the highest pitch or pitches. Therefore, higher correlation
coefficients would result if these softest phonations were eliminated.
Summarizing, we have found an expected high correlation between SPL and log peak-differentiated flow. We have also seen that SPL is highly correlated with subglottal pressure. However, SPL
is influenced not only by voice source factors, but also by vocal tract factors. As a main goal was to
map singers' control of vocal loudness, an analysis of the relationship between subglottal pressure
and voice source characteristics, specifically peak-differentiated flow, is relevant.
4. Loudness variation, subglottal pressure, and FLOGG parameters
According to the above, subglottal pressure is the main factor in the control of vocal loudness
which, in turn, is highly dependent on peak-differentiated flow. The relationship between log
subglottal pressure and log peak-differentiated flow, averaged over all subjects and pitches, is
shown in Table VII in terms of the linear regression correlation coefficient, the slope constant, and
the intercept. The correlation is slightly lower than that found for the relationship between subglottal pressure and SPL. The opposite would have been expected, as the SPL measure reflects also
non-source effects such as formant frequencies. However, the difference in correlation is not very
great.

Table VII. All-subject means (M), standard deviations (SD), and standard
error of the mean (SE) for the squared correlation coefficients r2, the slope
constants C, and the intercepts I for the linear regression of all 60 plots of
log peak-differentiated flow as function of log subglottal pressure for each
pitch as sung by each subject.
This quantitative estimate of voice source intensity can be expressed in dB per doubling of subglottal pressure. The mean slope of 1.34 indicates that a doubled subglottal pressure is associated
with an increase of log peak-differentiated flow of 1.34*0.3=0.4. According to results above, the
SPL can be computed from the peak-differentiated flow. Using the average over all subjects given
in Table VI we find that the 0.4 increase in log peak-differentiated flow would lead to an SPL gain
of 24.8*0.4=9.9 dB for a doubled subglottal pressure.
How does an increased subglottal pressure modify the FLOGG waveform such that the peak-differentiated flow is increased? Theoretically, there are three possibilities, as illustrated schematically
in Fig. 6. Providing other things being equal, an increased peak-differentiated flow can be achieved
by
(a) an increase in peak flow,
(b) an earlier start of the closed phase,
(c) an increase of the skewing.
The two latter cases can be measured in terms of the closed phase duration, and the asymmetry,
defined as the duration ratio between the opening and closing phases.

The relevance of these three measures, peak flow, duration of closed phase, and the pulse asymmetry was examined by plotting them as functions of peak-differentiated flow normalized with regard to cycle. This analysis was carried out separately for each pitch as sung by each subject.
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THREE WAYS TO LOUDNESS VARIATION

1. PEAK

s

3. CLOSED PHASE

Fig. 6.

Schematic illustratiotl of the three ways itt which the steepness of the closing phase can be increased: by an amplitude increase, by an earlier onset of the closed phase, and by increased
skming.

The general trend for all subjects was that increases of the peak-differentiated flow was achieved
by increasing the peak flow. Fig. 7a shows a typical example of this. However, in many subjects a
somewhat different mechanism seemed relevant for low values of the peak-differentiated flow;
here, the closed quotient increased with peak-differentiated flow, as the moment when the FLOGG
waveform reached the closed phase occurred earlier in time. Fig. 7b shows a typical example. Thus,
in going from soft to loud, the first effect of an increase in vocal loudness was an increase of the
closed phase, moving the moment of the negative peak of peak-differentiated flow to a location
earlier in time; however, when the closed quotient had increased to a value near 0.6, the peak flow
became the main factor causing peak-differentiated flow to increase.
The overall trend with respect to the skewing of the pulses was that it decreased with rising fundamental frequency. Thus, for all subjects, the FLOGG pulses were clearly more symmetrical for
high-pitched than for low-pitched tones. According to Rothenberg (198 I), the skewing is dependent
on the vocal tract impedance. This impedance changes as the fundamental comes closer to the first
formant frequency. The asymmetry, measured as the duration ratio between the opening and closing
phases, typically approached unity when the FIFO ratio decreased below the value of three and
tended to asymptotically approach a value in the vicinity of 0.6 when this ratio was greater than
three. Fig. 8 shows a typical example.
Another factor influencing the asymmetry can also be observed in Fig. 8, namely, vocal loudness. The four points appearing over similar values of FIFO belong to tones produced at approximately the same FO. In these clusters of data points, the louder versions were mostly more asymmetrical than the softer versions.
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Sununarizing, we have found that an increase of the peak-differentiated flow was associated
with:
(1) an increase of the pulse amplitude,
(2) a lengthening of the closed phase,
(3) an increased skewing of the pulses.
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However, the closed phase dependence was limited to sn~allvalues of the peak-differentiated
flow and the skewing seemed highly dependent on the frequency ratio between the fundamental and
the first formant. Thus it would be hard to use the last-~nentionedeffect for an independent, systematic variation of vocal loudness in singing.
5. Phonation mode and FLOGG
a) Deliberate variation

(

The considerable variability in the SPL increase for a doubling of subglottal pressure suggests the
possibility that this relationship is influenced by mode of phonation, and that mode of phonation is
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habitually changed when vocal loudness is increased. The influence of mode of phonation on the
FLOGG parameters, therefore, seemed relevant.
In our experiment, subjects RS and JS repeated the same series of tones in different modes of
phonation. Subject RS produced each pitch in both neutral and pressed phonation, and subject JS
produced each in neutral, flow and pressed phonation. This material offered an opportunity to compare various FLOGG measures so as to find out empirically how they were affected by modes of
phonation.
There are reasons to assume that phonation mode is related to glottal abduction (Gauffin &
Sundberg, 1989; Scherer & Vail, 1988). Considering the extremes, vocal abduction must be
strongly positive during breathy phonation, when the vocal folds do not even make contact. Conversely, it must be strongly negative during pressed phonation, when the vocal folds are so firmly
adducted that phonation is nearly strangled.
Mode of phonation can be expected to affect the relationship between subglottal pressure and
SPL and, thus, also the peak-differentiated flow. For example, provided the vocal folds are adducted forcefully enough, as during heavy lifting, no sound at all emerges, even though subglottal
pressure is very high; the folds simply seal the airways. In such cases the flow is obviously reduced
to zero. In this manner a high subglottal pressure is maintained stabilizing the rib cage.
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J S PRESS

-

0

JS FLOW

-

-

-
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rL
Normal
Fig. 9.

Effect o phonation mode on the coefficients for the correlation between peak-d~fferentiatedflow
and su glottal pressure in neutral, flow, and ressed honation. The coeflcients referring to
neutral phonation are plotted on the horirontal%s anithose of pressed and flow phonation on
the vert~calaxis. Symbols refer to subjects and modes of phonation.

d

What are the effects of a change of phonation mode on the relation between subglottal pressure
and SPL, then? Fig. 9 shows the effect of phonation mode on the correlation coefficients for the relation between subglottal pressure and peak-differentiated flow in terms of a scatterogram. The correlation coefficients referring to pressed and flow phonation are plotted as a function of the correlation coefficients for neutral phonation. Thus, if there were no effect on this correlation because of
phonation modes, all data points would scatter around the symmetry axis in this graph.
An effect of mode of phonation on the scatter in these graphs is evident. While the correlation
coefficient between peak-differentiated flow and subglottal pressure is higher than 0.90 in both
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It seems reasonable to assume that the subjects behaved more consistently when they followed
their habitual phonatory patterns than when they deliberately varied mode of phonation. This is not
to say that the phonation mode remained constant during loudness variation in neutral phonation;
the greater correlation between SPL and subglottal pressure in neutral phonation may merely reflect
a more stable behavioral pattern which may or may not involve a change in mode of phonation.
Thus, a great deal of intersubject variation in the rate at which SPL grows with subglottal pressure
may be due to a variation of the phonatory condition accompanying the increase in loudness.
Summarizing, our results suggest that a change in mode of phonation involving an increase of
the adductive force reduces the peak flow amplitude. The main effect is that the peak glottal permittance is reduced. This supports the assumption that this ratio is closely related to glottal adduction.
This assumption should be further tested in future research.
b) Habitual variation

The peak glottal permittance seems revealing as to mode of phonation. Therefore, it is interesting to
find out how it varied in the different singers which differed considerably in voice quality and vocal
technique.
The peak glottal permittance can be expected to be influenced by several different factors.
Above, mode of phonation was found to be significant. Pitch can also be assumed to be important
because of associated effects on the stretching of the vocal folds; stiffer folds would exert a lower
permittance. Vocal fold length can be expected to be a third significant factor; the peak flow obtained for a given subglottal pressure can be expected to be greater for a long than for a short glottis, other things being equal.
The expectations regarding pitch dependence are corroborated in Fig. 1la, f. It shows how the
peak glottal permittance, averaged over loudness for each pitch, varies with fundamental frequency
for all subjects. In most subjects this permittance tends to decrease more or less with rising pitch.
The decrease is quite substantial in subjects CRW, SLB, TMG, and SJS in flow phonation. It is
quite small in some subjects, e.g., SIT, CJF, and SRS in pressed phonation. It is noteworthy that the
voices with a higher pitch range score lower than those with a lower pitch range, an observation
compatible with the idea of a dependence on vocal fold length. Thus, the difference between the
curves pertaining to subjects SIT and SLB and between the two concert singers CRW and CJF may
very well be in part due to a vocal fold length difference.
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the peak glottal permittance increased, i.e., a greater peak flow was obtained for a lower subglottal
pressure. Such a change is likely to occur if glottal adduction were reduced. Glottal adduction can
be performed in different manners. The type of glottal adduction involved in a variation of phonation mode should be one comprising the glottis in its entire length.
According to our comparison between modes of phonation, flow phonation was characterized
not only by a high peak flow value but also by a particularly large ratio between peak-differentiated
flow and subglottal pressure. According to Titze's theoretical vocal fold model, a maximum in this
ratio can be achieved if the arytenoid processes are adjusted such that they barely touch (Titze &
Sundberg, forthcoming). Such an adjustment is associated with a great vocal fold vibration amplitude and, hence, a high peak flow value. This further supports the assumption that a change of mode
of phonation is associated with a change in glottal adduction. It is interesting to note that flow
phonation represents an efficient mode of voice production provided subglottal pressure is regarded
as the input parameter. On the other hand, if flow is considered the input parameter, the opposite
conclusion emerges.
The degree of glottal adduction can be estimated from the electroglottographic waveform according to previous investigations (Rothenberg & Mashie, 1988; Scherer & Vail, 1988). This waveform mainly reflects the time-varying vocal fold contact area which can be assumed to be influenced by glottal adduction. The relationship between such an electroglottographic measure and our
acoustic-aerodynamic peak glottal permittance measure will be studied in a forthcoming, separate
article (Scherer & Sundberg, forthcoming).
The peak glottal perrnittance was studied also in a previous investigation of vowel phonation, as
performed by singers and non-singers (Sundberg & Rothenberg, 1986); the aim was to identify
voice source factors contributing to the substantial voice timbre differences between these subject
groups. However, no consistent difference was found. This result may not necessarily mean that
these subjects did not differ with regard to mode of phonation. It is equally possible that the subjects differed with regard to vocal fold length. The significance of pitch to the peak glottal permittance is evident from the fact that a vocal fold length difference between two subjects may produce
substantial differences in the peak flow for a given subglottal pressure (Sundberg, 1987). The
phonatory differences between singers and non-singers should be further investigated in future research.
Our results corroborate the observation that subglottal pressure is the main physiological parameter for vocal loudness regulation; in our entire material we did not find one single example of a
singer who did not raise subglottal pressure when asked to raise vocal loudness. This is not to say
that formant frequencies are never used for the purpose of increasing output SPL. On the contrary,
female singers use this strategy at high pitches, and Raphael & Scherer (1987) found evidence that
some theater actors matched a partial with a formant under certain conditions, thus adding to the
output sound level. However, these are examples of vocal tract optimization with regard to output
level rather than of using factors other than subglottal pressure for the purpose of systematic variation of vocal loudness.
Miller & Schutte (1990) found that some singers sometimes match partials with either of the two
lowest formant frequencies. Our results appear to support this assumption; a good percentage of the
phonations analyzed had a distance smaller than 40 Hz between the first formant and the partial
closest to this formant. On the other hand, this principle can hardly be generally applied by male
singers. In a chromatic scale, for instance, the principle would lead to overly clear changes in vowel
quality between adjacent tones. It seems more likely that the first formant is matched with a partial
only in cases when this can be done without sacrifying continuity with respect to vowel quality.
According to Gauffin and Sundberg (1989) the peak flow is highly correlated with the sound
level of the source spectrum fundamental. As the singer's method of varying vocal loudness was
mainly to increase peak-differentiated flow by increasing peak flow, they appear to produce SPL
variation characterized by a constant spectrum balance between the fundamental and the first formant. This can be assumed to be of perceptual relevance as peak flow resides in a critical band of
its own, except for a bass singer's lowest notes.
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Gauffin & Sundberg (1989) found that a group of male singer subjects increased peak flow at the
same rate as SPL while the non-singers increased peak flow less. In a qualitative sense, this finding
was supported by Sundberg & Rothenberg (1986) who found that singers' peak flow was greater
than non-singers' under conditions of loud, high-pitched singing. In a more quantitative sense it is in
accordance with the observation made in the present investigation that the peak flow was the most
important agent for increasing peak-differentiated flow.
This relationship was not found to apply to a non-singer subject in the Gauffin & Sundberg
study. Rather, his phonatory behavior agreed with the observation made by Fant (1960) that a 10 dB
increase of sound level was typically associated with a 4 dB increase in the level of the fundamental. This suggests that non-singers do not tend to increase SPL only by increasing the peak flow.
As explained before, peak-differentiated flow can be increased by either
(a) increasing peak flow, or
(b) by decreasing dT, or
(c) by increasing the duration of the closed phase.
It was found above that in pressed as compared with neutral phonation not only was the peak
flow smaller, but also the closed quotient tended to be longer and the dT tended to be shorter. These
two last mentioned factors will increase peak-differentiated flow. If they are used by non-singers, a
1:l relationship between peak flow and peak-differentiated flow cannot be expected. In any event,
non-singers' regulation of vocal intensity seems an interesting task for future research. Thereby, the
peak glottal permittance may be worthwhile to monitor.
In this investigation we have studied a rather small number of subjects: two highly accomplished
professional tenor soloists, four musical and theater singers and actors, and four experienced nonprofessional singers. The results have revealed no consistent voice characteristics for either of these
groups. The two tenor soloists differed substantially in most respects studied, and also among the
musical and actor singers very different behaviors were observed. It is probably unrealistic to assume that one single vocal behavior characterizes all members of either of these groups. In future
investigations it may prove rewarding to select a greater number of singers whose voices sound
similar. For instance, similar vocal behaviors may perhaps exist within groups of lyric tenors or
baritones, Wagner tenors etc.
A final comment on vocal loudness versus SPL may be in order. SPL is obviously a poor estimate of vocal loudness; if the distance to a speaker increased, the SPL of hisher voice obviously
decreases, at least in the vicinity of the speaker, and yet we can generally make quite realistic estimates of the real vocal loudness used, even if we cannot judge the distance by simply looking. The
factor of perceptual relevance would rather be the sound level balance between the main spectrum
envelope peaks at low frequencies and those at high frequencies. The fact that, still, SPL correlates
so nicely with subglottal pressure, the main control parameter for the perceived vocal loudness,
would be that SPL is strongly correlated with the level balance mentioned.
CONCLUSIONS
Subglottal pressure was systematically increased with fundamental frequency of phonation. The average rate was a doubling of the pressure per octave. The relation between subglottal pressure and
SPL showed that, on the average, a doubling of the pressure raised the SPL by 10 dB. The SPL obtained for one and the same subglottal pressure varied by no less than 16 dB between the singers. It
also depended on mode of phonation, flow mode resulting in the greatest SPL gain and pressed
phonation in the lowest SPL gain.
A rise of the subglottal pressure increased the SPL because it raised the peak flow and so increased the peak-differentiated flow. However, at low values of peak-differentiated flow, many of
the singers achieved the increase by a lengthening the closed phase. The peak amplitude took over
only when the closed quotient had saturated near 0.6. The skewing of the pulse shape varied mainly
with the ratio between the fundamental and the first formant and thus seemed impossible for a
singer to use for the purpose of independent, systematic control of vocal loudness.
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A change of mode of phonation in the direction from breathy to pressed, which apparently corresponds to an increased adductive force, was found to reduce the peak flow amplitude and generally
also to increase the closed phase. Thereby, it reduced the peak glottal permittance, i.e., the ratio
peak flow over subglottal pressure. This ratio thus seems to reflect glottal adduction.
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